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1. Nick _________ next to Luke in 
classroom. 

•Sat
•Sits
•Is sitting 

3. Robin _________ pasta for dinner 
tonight.

•Is cooking
•Cooked
•Will cook

5. Evan __________ star wars games.

•Plays
•Played
•Is playing

7.She __________ for the party tonight.

• Is not going
• Went
• Going

9. Brook _________ the school election for 
sure.

•Won
•Win
•Is winning

2. Lydia ________ her new glasses 
today.

•Is getting
•Getting
•Got

4.  He ____________ baseball with his 
friends. 

•Played
•Playing
•Is playing

6. Miller __________ for a restaurant.

•Is working
•Working
•Worked

8. That car ___________ too fast.

•Going
•Is going
•Went

10. Henry ___________ ready for the 
school.

•Is getting
•Got
•Get

Select the correct continuous present tense from the options

A verb is the most important word in a sentence; without it, the sentence would not make sense. Verbs 

show an action, occurrence, or state of being (exist). 

All  sentences require both a verb and a subject (a noun or pronoun).  

For example: A monkey climbed the tree.

Verbs - Present tense

Subject

The present continuous verb tense indicates that an action or condition is happening now, frequently, 
and may continue into the future.

The Present Continuous Formula: to be [am, is, are] + verb [present participle]
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1. Nick is sitting next to Luke in classroom. 

•Sat
•Sits
•Is sitting 

3. Robin is cooking pasta for dinner 
tonight.

•Is cooking
•Cooked
•Will cook

5. Evan is playing star wars games.

•Plays
•Played
•Is playing

7.She is not going for the party tonight.

• Is not going
• Went
• Going

9. Brook is winning the school election for 
sure.

•Won
•Win
•Is winning

2. Lydia is getting her new glasses today.

•Is getting
•Getting
•Got

6. Miller is working for a restaurant.

•Is working
•Working
•Worked

8. That car is going too fast.

•Going
•Is going
•Went

10. Henry is getting ready for the school.

• Is getting
• Got
• Get

Answers

A verb is the most important word in a sentence; without it, the sentence would not make sense. Verbs 

show an action, occurrence, or state of being (exist). 

All  sentences require both a verb and a subject (a noun or pronoun).  

For example: A monkey climbed the tree.

Verbs - Present tense

Subject

The present continuous verb tense indicates that an action or condition is happening now, frequently, 
and may continue into the future.

The Present Continuous Formula: to be [am, is, are] + verb [present participle]

4.  He is playing baseball with his friends. 

•Played
•Playing
•Is playing


